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Cradle is a full service Barcode and Auto-ID solutions company.  We 
can deliver self-adhesive barcode labels from our factory, project 
management and consulting from our technical teams, barcode 
equipment and hardware, and even supply training, technical support 
and hardware repair and warranty services.    Our software strategy 
is now designed to deliver simple, optimized and efficient packages 
to a market starving for standardized barcode based solutions.  Our 
strategy for delivery is to partner with the ERP business partners, 
together delivering a full service delivery to the ERP market place.   



  

The Granite system is developed by a team that 

specialized in barcode systems.  It has scanning 

processes at its core, ensuring that each user 

interaction is simple, efficient and embraces 

scanning before typing. 

Granite helps companies manage their 

warehouses.  We do not want to impose restrictive 

business rules on your operators and we certainly 

do not want to reduce your ability to deliver goods 

rapidly and effectively from your warehouse.  The 

resulting product is a lean, barcode driven 

warehouse execution and management system 

that can be implemented rapidly and does not cost 

more than a safe family car, and certainly far less 

than a Ferrari. 

Project management and good practises are non-negotiable for a 

successful warehouse implementation.  Granite comes with the Sure-Step 

packaged methodology to ensure success, reduced cost of implementation 

and reduced project stress.  

A system is only as good as the ability of the 

users to use it.  We have all heard the saying 

– Garbage In, Garbage Out.  Granite is 

designed with this in mind.  We fully 

appreciate the low literacy levels and lack of 

education that our customers are faced with 

and the result is that Granite is designed to 

be easy to use and also easy to train. 

 

Most warehouse management systems cost 

millions.  These systems have their place in 

corporate distribution centers and huge 

warehouses.  However, in countless cases, the 

wealth of functionality available in these systems 

just goes to waste as few companies are 

sophisticated enough to utilize it.  Our reasoning –

why pay for stuff you will never need.  Granite is 

sized to meet the majority of standard warehouse 

requirements.  It does not suffer from functional 

bloat. 

Once properly implemented, Granite reduces time 

spent on Stock take, reduces time spent on picking 

and more importantly, accuracy is improved 

through immediate, live validation. Granite ensures 

that you can find your stock and stock that is well 

managed saves money in additional stock and time 

to process inventory transactions.  Accuracy in 

picking reduces credit notes and ensures happy 

customers. 

 

Granite for ACCPAC is best implemented in multiple phases.  The 

reason for a phased implementation is to ensure that correct 

processes are being followed before moving on to the next 

implementation phase.  Each phase includes extensive on the job 

training and hand holding of the system, hardware and processes. 

This emphasis on working with the users ensures success.  

Every system requires some support.  

When things go wrong, whether due to 

user error, lightning storms corrupting 

data, or just gremlins in the mix, it is 

comforting to know that the Granite 

team can offer a tailored support 

agreement ranging from a monthly 

system health check to full 24x7x365 

service.  Our helpdesk facilitates this 

and our culture entrenches it. 

 

Granite is built on top of years of 

experience and knowledge.   

It is also built on the very latest Microsoft 

development technologies and 

recommended designs and practices.  

We ensure that it works both in process 

as well as on your chosen technology 

platform.   

Every transaction is recorded and linked 

to a date, time and user.  Each item in 

the warehouse gets a barcode that can 

be tracked throughout the warehouse 

processes.   When anything is received 

or shipped it is linked to the accounting 

document.  

The result is extensive traceability and 

accountability. 


